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As indicated at the end of Section 1 in Part I of this paper, our task now is to extend the 
relative entropy measure H(P I ,uL)( .I, briefly H, from the &ring %?I,, (cf. Part I, Definition 2.2 
and Theorem 2.9) to a countably additive measure H on a larger set-family 9, and to study the 
properties of H. This is done in Section 3. In Section 4 we turn to the absolute continuity of H 
and of g with respect to p, in the special but important case in which P is absolutely 
continuous with respect to p. The invariance of the measure H(P I p) under transformations of 
the underlying space R is taken up in Section 5. Appendix B gives some ancillary material on 
the Hahn-Jordan decomposition. 
3. Extension of the relative entropy measure beyond the fundamental &ring 
Our task now is to investigate how far beyond the &ring ‘%?IcL the entropy measure H( .) can 
be extended. Classical measure theory suggests how this may be done. We appeal to the Hahn 
and Jordan decomposition theorems for (-00, WI-valued CA measures p on &rings, given in 
Appendix B. Let 
0, %I, p, P, ‘21, and H be as in Notation 2.1 and Definition 2.2. (3.1) 
Then a la Theorem B.2, with 5Q = %?Ip and v = H, we introduce the families of “positive” and 
“negative” subsets of the &ring ‘$I, by 
3; := {E: E E I?$ & VA E ?Q, H(E nA) 2 O}, 
3; := (E: E E 21p & VA E (21,, H(E nA) GO}. 
These are ideals of the a-algebra $?IF. From Theorem B.2(a), (b), we conclude that 
VA E %?IpL) 3H-essentially unique sets A+ & A- such that 
A+E%;, A-&I;, A+IlA- &A+UA-=A. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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This allows us to define H+, H- unequivocally on %Lp by 
Vkt E %!I@ H+(A) :=H(A+), H_(A) := -H(A_). 
Theorem B.3 then yields the following result. 
(3.4) 
Theorem 3.1. (a> H+ and H- are CA measures on YIP to [0, w], and R,,, respectively. 
[b; ;A=EH;- H- & I H I = H++ H- on YIP. 
C p, -e-lp(A) G -H-(A) <H(A) <H+(A) G 03. 
We now turn to the utilization of II+, H- to extend H beyond the &ring 8,. The next 
result (a) follows from Theorem 3.1(a) and (AS)(a), and (b) is an easy exercise involving 
(A5)(b). 
Corollary 3.2. (a) I H+ 1, I H- I are CA on YIP to [O, ~1. 
(b) IHI = IH+ l+lH- I on ‘82. 
The last equality is an extension of the second equality in Theorem 3.1(b). Obviously, we 
could imitate the first equality in Theorem 3.1(b) to extend H beyond ‘8, by defining 
VEE%$ H(E):= IH+ I(E)- IH- I(E), 
except in the case where both-1 H+ I(E), I H- I(E) are ~0. This suggests introducing in %I:. a 
subfamily 9, and a measure H to 9 defined by 
9:=(E: EE%E & IH+I(E)<~or (H-l(E)<m), 
(3.5) 
VE ~9, H(E) := IIf+ I(E) - IH- I(E). 
The structure of the family 9’ is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. (a) 9 is a pre-ring in 3: with the ideal property 
Ec~VLFFE~ =a EnFeY. 
(b) I?$ ~9 & 9”’ = %F. 
Proof. (a) To prove first the ideal property, let E ~9 and F E 8:. Then by (3.51, I Hf I(E) < m 
or IH- I(E) < co. But ) H+ 1, I H- I are nondecreasing. So 
IH+I(EnF)<m or IH-I(EnF)<w, 
i.e., E f~ F ~9. 
From the ideal property it follows at once that 
E,FeP - EnF&E\FEP. 
Thus, 9 is a pre-ring & ‘?LF. 
(b) Let A E ‘iXy. Then by Theorem 3.1(a), H-(A) < 03. Also, HP is nonnegative. Hence by 
(A.~)(c), I H- I( A) = H-(A) < w, and so A ~9. Thus I?Ip ~9. Since 9 G %X21,, it readily 
follows, cf. [3, A.31, that 9” c ‘8:. On the other hand, the implication given in (a) tells us that 
$!L2110c ~9““. Thus 9”” = “2”“. Cl Y - 
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It is clear, however, that if E, F in 9 fall in the different components of 9 given in (3.51, 
i.e., if 
IH+ I(E)<m= IH- I(E) & IH- I(F)m= IH+ I(F), 
then E u F G9. Thus, almost never is 9 a ring or a lattice. However, the ideal property given 
in Lemma 3.3(a) endows 9 with the following property, absent in the familiar pre-rings of 
intervals encountered in elementary measure theory. 
Corollary 3.4. (a) VR, ~9, 9 n 2”~ is a a-algebra ouer 0,. 
(b) 1f R ~9, then 9 = 3: = a a-algebra ouer R. 
Proof. (a) Since ‘ZT, :=9 1’7 2nf) is a pre-ring and 0, E PIO, we have only to show that ‘%, is 
closed under countable unions. Let Vk > 1, E, E !?lO. Then obviously E := U T= 1 E, E %E; also 
E c 0, and 0, ~9. Hence by the ideal property Lemma 3.3(a), 
E=EnR,cF. 
Since E E 2”c1, therefore E E ‘21,. Thus (a) holds. 
(b) Let R ~9. Then VE E %‘p, E = E n fl~9, by the ideal property Lemma 3.3(a). Thus 
9=r)rp. 0 
To turn to the properties of the extension p(a) introduced in (3.5), the next theorem follows 
at once from the countable additivity of I H+ 1, I H- I on PIP, cf. Corollary 3.2(a), and from 
the facts that on ‘BP, ( H+ ) - I H- I = H+- H-= H, and BP ~9, cf. Theorem 3.1(b) and 
Lemma 3.3(b). 
Theorem 3.5. E is a CA measure on the pre-ring 9 to [ - w, ~1, ’ and H c a. 
It is obvious that since the ring ‘8 generated by 9 will have sets B for which I H+ I(B) = 
( H- l(B) = ~0, p h as no extension to 8. Thus, the pre-ring 9 is the maximal domain for the 
existence of the relative entropy measure p( *>. Since, in general, 0 ~59, we cannot speak of 
“the total entropy of P relative to p”. When, however, 0 ~9, we can define the total entropy 
to be I?cO>. 
The next corollary gives useful information on the values of H, and allows us to extend 
Triviality 2.3(c) from ‘u, to 9. 
Corollary 3.6. Let E ~9. Then 
(4 - I H- l(E) <f?(E) < I H+ l(E); 
(b) H(E)=m if.7 IHf I(E)=m, 
H(E) = --03 iff IH- I(E)=m, 
H(E)EIW iff IH+((E)<w& 
(4 VE, FEN’, f?(E)={ :,” & 
IH- l(E)<a; 
EcF=@F)=( :z. 
6 The reader should note the definition of countable additivity of 5 on a pre-ring 9. Only when A, E 9 are (/ and 
A = U y=, A, E 9, is it required that the series ETS le(Ak) converge unconditionally to &(A). 
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Proof. (a) This is clear from the definition: 
H(E) = IH+ I(E) - IH- I(E), 
and the fact that (H+ l(E) and (IT ((El are nonnegative. 
(b) It follows from (a) that 
H(E)=co =+ IH+ &?z)=c? 
Conversely, since E ~9, therefore 
IH+ I(E)=03 * IH- I(E)<w 
(1) 3 H(E):= IH+ I(E)- IH- I(E)=co. 
In the same way we show that 
(2) H(E) = --030 (H- ((E) =w. 
Finally by (1) and (2), 
H(E)GR * JH+ J(E)#dk JH- I(E)w, 
- IH+ l(E)<& IH- I(E)<w 
(c) Let E, F ~9, E CF & If(E) = 03. Then by(b), I H+ J(E) = w, therefore I H+ I(F) = w, 
whence again by (b), ii(F) = 03. The result for --oo is proved similarly. Thus (c) holds. 0 
We turn next to the extension of Triviality 2.3(d) from a, to 9. 
Proposition 3.7. (a> Let 0, E9 and RCl2,> < w. Then P -C <nap, i.e., cf. Triviality 2.3(d), 
AE%,+n2”0&~(A)=O * P(A)=O. 
(b) Let R ~9 & H(O) < 00. Then P -K -c p (cf. Definition A.6). 
Proof. Let 
(1) A, E tip n 2”o & p(Ao) = 0. 
We have) to show that P(A,) = 0. By Lemma 3.3(b), 
A, ~9’ & A, CC& & @R,) < 00, 
therefore by Corollary 3.6(c), H(A,) < ~0; i.e., since A, E ?lp, HA,) < 03. It follows from 
Triviality 2.3(d) that P 4 +d,p. Thus 
(2) A~%~n2’o & p(A)=O-P(A)=O. 
But obviously, cf. (l), A,, E %!ly n 2’0 & p.(A& = 0. Hence by (21, PCA,) = 0, as desired. Thus 
(a> follows. 
(b) Taking fl, = fi in (a), we get 
A~i?l~ & p(A)=0 * P(A)=O, 
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i.e., since p, P are nonnegative measures on !Y, a a-algebra 
s2, cm,, cf. Definition A.5. 
Hence by Corollary A.& P -X < p. 0 
Remark 3.8. Triviality 2.3(d) subsumes Kallianspur’s Lemma 1 [2, Section 21. Proposition 3.7(b) 
is a full-fledged extension of this to the pre-ring 9, i.e., to the maximal domain on which the 
relative entropy measure I?< .> is defined. 
Let us define 
%,:=(E: EE‘q & IHI(E)<co). (3 *6) 
It follows from Corollaries 3.2(b) and 3.6(b) that 
BH is a &subring of 9 & %, = {E: E ~9 & H(E) E R}. (3.7) 
But in general YIP g b,, since H(A) may be 00, for some A E %?I,. 
Finally we show that the concordance of the Lebesgue decompositions of P and H with 
respect to p established in Theorem 2.14 extends to 9. 
Concordance Theorem 3.9. Let (i) and (ii) be as in Theorem 2.14; 
(iii) 9 and H be the pre-ring and extension of a defined in (3.51, and z?‘~ and (H,), and 9”, 
and (Hd be defined analogously for H-and Hh; 
(iv) H, := (H,) on 9,, and fib := ( Hh) on 9,,, for breuity . 
Then 
(4 9 ~9, np’,; 
@I ? H=H, +&, R2,~8zy & /dL1L&H,. 
Proof. (a) Grant momentarily that 
(I) 
IH+ I =I(Ha)‘I +l(Hl,)+l, on a’p, 
I H- 1 =](H,)-) +l(Hh)-), on “2. 
Then by definition (3.5) applied to 9 and then pa, we find that VE E %?I:, 
EE9= IH+((E)<m or IH- ((E)<m 
= [(H,)+I(E) < 00 or I(H,)-I(E) <Y by (I), 
* EELS. 
Thus 9 ~9~. Similarly 9 ~9~. It only remains to justify (I). 
Proof of (I). Applying Theorem B.4(b) to the Lebesgue decomposition of H on-%21, given by the 
Concordance Theorem 2.14, viz. 
(1) H=H,+H,, H,-x+~ & /_LJLH~ALH~, 
7 Since 9’ is not a ring, and g on 9 does not extend to ring(g), the symbols -C -c, 4 -cl”’ defined in Definition 
A.6 are not usable. 
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we get 
H+= (H,)++(H,)+, (HJfdO”p & pY(H,)+ IL(H,)f 
It follows from Theorem A.~(c) that I H+ I = l(H,)+ I + l(Hb)+ I on %r. The second equality 
in (I) is proved similarly. Thus (I) and (a) hold. 
(b) It follows from (I) that with H,, Hb defined as in (iv) and (iii), we have on Pa: 
H:= IH+ I-IH- I 
= (lhJ+ I - lb%- I) + (lkWf I - IWJ I>> by (I)7 
- - 
(2) =:(H,)+(H,)=:H, +iTp 
To finish the proof it remains to show that 
(11) L1 Y12,~Y12, & pJLH&LH,. 
Proof of (II). From (i) and (ii) we know that 
(3) 
0, is a carrier of p & H,, and LZb is a carrier of Hb, 
QJn, &n,un,=n. 
It follows from Theorem B.3(d) that 0, is a carrier of (HJ+ and (H&-, and thence by (A.6)(a) 
that it is a carric of I(Hb)+ I and I(HJ I. It follows that 0, is a carrier of I(HJ+ I - I(HJ I, 
i.e., of ( Hb) = Hb. In the same way we can show that fi, is a carrier of Ha. Since 0, is also a 
carrier of p, and R, II fib, we see that 
(4) /_LJLR+H,. 
Next by (l), Theorem B.3(d) and (A.6)(al, 
g2, z %f a c %4-j+= zJz l(H,)+ 1. 
But since, cf. (21, 
0<17,+&)+( -l(HJ-1 +J+I, 
therefore Y? ,CH,j,+_c Y?pO. Thus 
(5) %$Q2,. a 
By (4) and (5), we have (II). Thus (b) holds. 0 
4. Probability measures with densities 
In this section we will make the following assumptions. 
Assumption 4.1. (a) P has a density f with respect to /_L, i.e., 3f ELI(L!, Y-l, p; R,,) such that 
V’E E a21, P(E) = _/Ef(4 +W 
(b) 4(x> :=x log x, x E [0, ~1. 
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Under these assumptions, the entropy measure H( -1 itself will be shown to have a density 
that is integrable on sets in 5DH, cf. (3.61, viz. 4 0 f. We will use nets of averaging operators 
instead of martingales in our proof. Write 
9(%X,, R) := (s: s is a 3, simple function on 0 to R}. 
Then _Y(‘$XP, R) is an everywhere dense linear manifold in the Banach space ZI,+. 
Definition 4.2 (Aueruging operator over-A). VA E BP + & t/m- E DA, St is the operator on sI,, 
to Y’(%,, R> defined by 
The basic property of the operators S, A is given by the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. VA E ‘21, + & Vrr E II,, S/ is a linear contraction of norm 1 on 21,P into itself, 
with range C7(l?lP, 60 GGl,+. 
Proof. Obviously S: is linear on C1,+, and Vf E 21,p, S,/(f) EY(%~, lR> ~5?~,~. An easy 
computation shows that 
Ix?(f >II,, G I fXA 11,/L Gl f I 1s. 
Thus I S,A I G 1. But it is easily checked that for f = xA, I Si(x,> I I,~ = p(A) = I xA I I+. Hence 
IS,A(=l. q 
We assert the following theorem regarding the strong limit of S,/ under refinement of r. 
Theorem 4.4. 
i.e., 
proof. Write L := slim, 1 St. Then L too is a linear contraction on its domain B,. For B E ‘3, 
it is easily checked, by taking refinements of r0 = {A n B, A\B}, that xB E %I, and L(xB) = 
xB . xA a.e. p. Since L is linear, Vs ~9’(‘8~, R), s E 5DL and L(s) =sxA in C,,,. Since 
P($?lP, R) is everywhere dense in QI,+ and I L I G 1, we infer that L( f > = fxA for all f in the 
closure of P(21P, RI, i.e., for all f in li! l,P. 0 
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Since L.?,,, is a metric space and therefore first countable, this result has the following 
sequential version. 
Corollary 4.5. Let f E 2 I+. Then VA E ‘21, + , 3 a sequence (rk)TSl in IIA such that rk+l -C rk 
and 
lim S;r”,( f ) = xA f, 
k+m 
in the 52 1 ,~ topology. 
Appealing to the principle that a mean convergent sequence contains a subsequence 
converging almost everywhere, we now extract from (%-k)y=r a subsequence (~k,)~=l that 
satisfies this condition for the mean convergent sequence (S,,+(f));= r. For notational brevity we 
shall use the same symbol for this subsequence. We thus have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.6. Let f E I! 1,p. Then VA E %w + , 3 a sequence (rk)izl in IT,, and a set NE % 3 
,u( N) = 0 (both dependent on f 1 such that rk+, -X rk and 
(4 VW E fl\N, k’em [ stk(f)] (4 = x.&)fb+ 
(b) V continuous functions $ on a closed interual I of R! which includes (Range f> U (0) and 
such that $(O) = 0, 
VW E Q\N> !-4[ (X’k(J.)}W] = x,@)JI{f(+ 
The importance of Corollary 4.6(b) stems from the circumstance that when f satisfies 
Assumption 4.1, then VA E ‘2Xy + & VT E U,, 
s;(f):, c PO dam+ P(d)~4 = c P(~)xA, cf. Notation 2.1(d), (44 
AETTTt 
for now QT+= r + , since P 4 -X ,x and T+_C r+. It obviously follows that for the function 4 on 
[0, ccl) given by Assumption 4.1(b), 
4 ,a s,A(f) = c #+(A)kA* P-2) 
SET+ 
An integration on A with respect to ,u shows at once that 
VAE%?I&+ & VZ-E&, / #,A(f)K@)l P(dW) =K(A)* (4.3) 
A 
We now assert the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. 
VAE%,+, - $(A) G /A46f(4} 1-+4 G H(A). 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious since 4 0 f is bounded below by - l/e, cf. (A.2). Next, by 
Corollary 4.6(b), 
Vo EA\N, 4{f(m)} = ~$@$~))(~)] 9 where NE Rp. 
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Hence by Fatou’s Lemma (applicable since 4 0 f is bounded below and CL(A) < co, cf. Lemma 
A.21 we have 
/ KG)1 P(dW) G !@ / 4[ (%(f)}(m)] E.L(dO) 
A k-m A 
G lim H”k(A) <H(A), by (4.3). •I 
Lemma 4.8. 
Proof. Let r E 17,. Then by (4.3) and (4.21, 
But the right-hand side is smaller than or equal to 
A~~+ &) j +If(w)] P(dW) ‘P(A), c 
A 
by the convexity of 4 and Jensen’s inequality, cf. (A.2). Cancelling p(A), we see that 
Y@) G @{.@)I P(dG 
As this holds VT E DA, we are done. 0 
Theorem 4.9. 
Proof. For A E %?I, + , this follows from the last two lemmas. But for A E YIP \ ‘%, + , H(A) = 0 
by Definition 2.2, and since p(A) = 0, so is the integral. q 
To extend the last equality to sets E ~9, consider the measure M defined on I?l, by 
M(A) := / +{f(~)] p(dw)> A E a,. (4.4) 
A 
Since each M(A) > -(l/e)~.~(Aj, we see that, like H, M is a CA measure on ‘?I, to (--co, 031. 
We can therefore do for M what we did for H in Section 3, viz. take its Hahn-Jordan 
components M+, M- and then th eir total variation ( M+ (, ( M- (. Moreover, we can define 
the analogue Q of the family 9 of (3.5) by 
Q:=(E:EEI?IF& IM+l(E)<a~or ]M-l(E)<m), 
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and then define the analogue M of g by 
VEEQ, M(E):= IM+ J(E)- IM- I(E). 
Since from (4.4) it follows classically that VE E SF, 
I hf+ ME) = /Eb4fWH + I-+-d~ 1 M- l(E) = &b{fWIl - /-@4 (4.5) 
we see that 
= / 4If(4} /-@4 E 1 -co, 4. 
E 
(4.6) 
However, Theorem 4.9 tells us that M = H on ‘?l,. It follows at once that M+= Ht and 
M-= H- on tXp, and thence by virtue of (A.5)(b) that I M+ I = ( H+ I and I M- I = I H- I on 
2IF. This in turn entails that Q =p and %? = B. By combining Theorem 4.9, (4.4) and (4.3, we 
thus get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. (a> VE E “rp, E ELF’ iff 
I H+ l(E) = /E[${f(w)}] + /-@W) <co 0~ l H- l(E) = /E[4{f(@))l - I-@@) < m. 
(b) VE ~9, g(E) = lE4{f(a)} ,+a) E [-m, ml. 
(4 V’E E BH, H(E) = /$f(~)} /44 E R. 
By virtue of (a), the results (b) and (cl are the best possible. 
Let, as in Assumption 4.1(a), P have a density f with respect to II. While sufficient 
conditions involving the moments of f can be given that ensure that 0 E Z3’H, no such 
condition that is both necessary and sufficient seems to be available. By way of illustrating the 
different situations that can arise, let us confine attention to the Shannon-Wiener case in 
which: 
R = IR, ‘?I = Bl(R) = the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of R, 
/-L = the Lebesgue measure on ?I, 
P is a CA probability measure on ?l with a density f, and therefore, 
VE E a, P(E) = /Ef(x) dx. 
(4.7) 
The following lemma provides a condition on f sufficient to ensure that [w E BH. 
Lemma 4.11. With a, IX, P, p as in (4.7), let 
A = {x: x E IF! & 0 <f(x) < 1). 




(a) IHI(R)LebA+ e 
(b) in case Leb A < CO & f~ L,(R), we have R E b,. 
Proof. (a) By Corollary 3.2(b) and Theorem 4.10(a), 
(1) =/ l4{f(x))I dx+/ I4{f(x)lI dx. 
A WA 
But for x EA, 0 <f(x) G 1 & -l/e <&f(x)) G 0, cf. (A.2). Hence 1 $df(x)j 1 < l/e. Also, 
since log x <xx, Vx E R,, therefore Vx E R\A, ~$<f<x>} <<f(x)*. Using these inequalities we 
get (a>. 
(b) is an obvious consequence of (a) and definition (3.6). 0 
The next result provides examples of f for which IR EP\~,. 
Lemma 4.12. (a) Vx E R,, 
f(x) = ’ 
x(log 4 
*X[e,m)CX)* 
Then f is a probability density on R, for which R ~9 & H(R) = - 03. 
(b) Let Vx E R,, 
f(x) = l 2X@, l/e](X)* 
x(log x) 
Then f is a probability density on R, for which R ~9 & H(R) = 00. 
Proof. (a) The rudimentary result 
J 
dx P-l 
amx(logx)P= (loga)P-l’ Va>l&Vp>1, 
shows on taking a = e and p = 2 that f is a probability density on I&!. 
Next, Vx E [e, m), 
-log f(x) = log[ x(log x)*] = log x + 2 1og*x, 
whence, Vx E [e, ~1, 
-f(x) log f(x)= l + 210g2x2 2 l 
x log x x(log x> x log x 
20. 
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Since f vanishes outside [e, 031, we see that Vx E R, 
w(~N+=0 &w(411-= -4IfW 
It follows from Theorem 4.10(a) that I H+ I(R) = 0 and 
Thus E ~9, and by Corollary 3.6(b), H(R) = --. 
(b) Let f be as in (b), and g be the density just considered. Then by putting x = l/y, we 
easily find that 
Ju”ef(x) dnc= /“g(y) dy = 1. 
e 
Thus f is a probability density on R. Next, V’x E (0, l/e], 
1 
log f(X) = log 
[ 1 x(log X)’ = log ; - 2 log2 ; . i i 
Note that since 0 <X G l/e, we have 
log x< -1, log! > 1, log21 & 0. 
X X 
A simple computation shows that Vx E (0, l/e], 
(4 o f)(x) :=fW 1% f(x) = x log;l,x) [ 1 - 21;g;lyf; . 1 
The second term in the bracket tends to 0, as x + 0 + , and can therefore be made less than t 
for O<x~6. Thus 
Since Vx E (6, l/e], (4 0 f)(x) > - l/e, summation yields 
(1) /“‘(4 o f)(x) dxa ;[, lo;;,x) - ;(; -6) =w, 
0 
since the last integral diverges to 03. It is easily checked that (4 0 f)(x) 2 0, Vx E (0, l/e]. 
Hence (4 0 f>-= 0 and so H-(R) = 0. Thus R ~9. Also, (4 0 f>‘= 4 0 f, and so 
I H+ I(R) = jol/e(4 0 f)(x) dx =w, by (I), 
i.e., by Corollary 3.6(b), H(R) = 0~1. 0 
A convex combination of the densities f in Lemma 4.12(a) and (b), will yield a density g for 
which the integrals of both (4 0 g)’ and (4 0 g>- will diverge to 03, and consequently by 
Theorem 4.10(a), 0 E9. We have the following result, the rather technical proof of which we 
shall leave to the reader. 
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Proposition 4.13. Let Vx E R, 
g(x) = 1 
1 
2 n(log x) 
2X(O,l/elu[e,m)~ 
Then g is a probability density on [w for which R G9. 
5. Other topics 
We now turn to the question as to how the measures H and H are affected by a 
transformation T of the space R. For this question to make sense, T must obviously satisfy 
certain measurability conditions. We shall assume that 
(a) ‘21 is a a-algebra over a space a, 
(b) T is a one-one function on R onto 0 & T is %?l , ‘21 measurable, i.e., 
VE E%, T-‘(E) ~8. 
(5.1) 
If p is a CA measure on Vl to [0, w] or to [0, 11, then obviously so is the measure p 0 T-l 
defined by 
VE E ‘3, (p 0 T-‘)(E) := j~u(T-l(E)}. (5 4 
Definition 5.1. Let T be subject to (5.1) and p be CA on % to [0, ~1. We say that T is 
p-measure preserving or equivalently that p is invariant under T, iff pT_l = p, i.e., iff VE E a, 
/AT-‘(EN = j-0). 
Now, as in earlier sections, let P be a CA probability measure on ?I, and p any CA measure 
on $?I to [0, ~1. Since we will now be transforming these measures, the abbreviations H,(A), 
H(A), H(E) used earlier are inadequate and must be written in full: 
UP 1 l-4(4 ff(P I l-4(47 ~(f-‘l/-W). 
If the transformation T subject to (5.1) is p-measure preserving, then p 0 T-’ and p are 
identical. The &ring ‘!X, and pre-ring 9, cf. Notation 2.1(a) and (3.5), are then invariant under 
T. Likewise for P-measure preserving T, P 0 T - ’ = P This at once gives the following result. . 
Triviality 5.2. (a) Zf T is p-measure preserving, then 
H(PI~)=H(PI~ 0 T-l), on a,, 
and 
H(~lp)=H(Plp 0 T-l), on 9. 
(b) If T is P-measure preserving, then 
fqP(p)=H(P 0 T-‘I/-$ on ap, 
and 
H(p(p)=H(P 0 T-‘Ip), on 9. 
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For non-measure-preserving T such that 
%?lP=%POT-, &p~T-‘~~pu~p~T-~, 
and for A E !?I, such that 
H(P I/-W) < w & H(P I p 0 T-‘)(A) < ~0, 
we have in place of Triviality 5.2(a), 
H(P) p)(A) =H(P I p 0 T-‘)(A) + lim c log 
TJ” AET, i 
(P o T-‘)(A) 
P.(A) 
p(A) > (5.3) 
as the reader may verify. 
VallCe [4, p.4051 has remarked that the Shannon-Wiener entropy for probabilities over 
0 = R is not invariant under all measurable automorphisms of 0, and consequently lacks the 
intrinsicality of the Shannon entropy in the discrete case, which is so invariant. Both cases, 
however, are subject to the universal Triviality 5.2(a). Their apparent divergence stems from the 
special circumstance that all one-one transformations on 0 onto 0 preserve the cardinality 
measure, i.e., preserve the underlying measure p in the discrete case. 
Not explored in this paper are several topics concerning the theory of relative entropy 
measures, such as its extension to product spaces. A preliminary examination suggests that 
there is an attractive theory for such spaces. For instance, if Pi, pi are on ?Ii, i = 1, 2, and 
2I := a-a&&%, x %?I,>, then on the &ring, 91cLIXP2, we find that 
H(P,xP,I~lX~Z)=H(PII~ul)XP2+P1XH(P2I~u2). 
In case ~~(0,) < ~0, we get the known result for the total entropy: 
HP, xp, 1 Pl x P&f4 x w = Vl l Pl)(fv + fw l P&W* 
Conditional entropies can be studied in this measure-theoretic setting. 
It remains to be seen what applications this measure theory has. 
Appendix B 
The Hahn-Jordan decomposition we need pertains to a ( - 03, ml-valued CA measure on a 
&ring. We must first recall the standard c-ring version of the decomposition found in the 
literature. This is stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem B.l (Hahn decomposition for g-rings). Let 
(i) ‘!3 be a a-ring mer 0; 
(ii) v be a CA measure on 23 to c-03, ~1; 
(iii) %?-:={A: AE’$~“~ &V~BE~,~(A~B)E(-~,O]}, cf. (A.l); 
%3+:= {A: A E E3roc & VB E Q3, v(A nB) E [O, ml}. 
Then 
(4 a := &AB_ 43) > --co & X-E 23 n B-3 v(cr) =a; 
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(b) a+:= R\R-E %3+; thus 
3O-EBnW &3L?++E++3-~[f2+ & R-uf2+=~. 
For the proof see [l, pp. 120-1221. By relativization it is possible to deduce from this 
theorem a corresponding decomposition for ( - ~0, WI-valued measures on S-rings. An important 
aspect of this decomposition is its “v-essential” uniqueness (cf. Definition A.5). 
Theorem B.2 (Hahn decomposition for a-rings). Let 
(i) SQ be a &ring over 0; 
(ii) v be a CA measure on 59 to ( -co, ~1; 
(iii) SE-:=(D: DE% &VAE~, v(DnA)c(--,O]}; 
93+:= {D: D E b & VA E 23, v(D n A) E [0, ml}. 
Then 
(a) VDE$I,3DPE%’ &3D+E%+3D_IID+ &D-UD+=D; 
(b) VD E 59, the decomposition of D in (a) is v-essentially unique; more fully, iffor D E 23, we 
have 
A-E%-, A+ESJ+, A-lid+ & A-uA+=D, 
then A ~ + D ~ & A + + D+ E Y?,, where + stands for the symmetric difference: A + B := (A \ B) 
U (B \A). Moreover, 
E.L(D-) =/~(d-) & ~(0’) =&I+). 
We turn next to the Jordan decomposition of the measure v of Theorem B.2($ itself. We 
define v-, v+ by 
VD E %I, v-(D) := -v(D-) & v+(D) := v(D+), 
for any decomposition for which (B.1) 
D-uD+=D, D- II D+, D-E W, D+E 59+. 
Theorem B.2(b) shows clearly that the set functions v-, v+ on % to (-03, w] are then 
unequivocally defined by (B.1). The following theorem is then proved in almost the same way as 
its classical prototype. 
Theorem B.3 (Jordan decomposition for &rings). Let 22 and v be as in Theorem B.2(i), (ii), and 
let v-, v+ be defined as in (B.1). Then 
(a) v-, v+ are CA measures on b to R,, and [O, 601, respectively; 
(b) VDE%, v(D)=v+(D)-v-(D), IvI(D)=v+(D)+v-(D), 
-v-(D) <v(D) <v+(D); 
(4 VDESI, v+(D) = sup v(D n A), 
AE% 
v-(D) = - dEkv(D nd); 
(d) C is a carrier of v * C is a carrier of v- & v+; NV c iR2,-n YIv+; 
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(4 AEG3’oc & vO(.):=v(.nA) on 59 
-(v~)+(.)=v+(.~A) & (v~)-(.)=v-(-~A) 0n 59. 
Finally, let us revert to the Lebesgue decomposition given in Theorem A.9. If in that 
theorem 5 is (- q ml-valued, then we can infer the Lebesgue decomposability of its Jordan 
components with respect to p by appealing to Theorem B.3(d), (e). We have the next result. 
Theorem B.4. Let 
(i) 5Q be a &ring ouer 0; 
(ii) p, v be CA measures on SE to (0, ccl] and ( - ~0, ~1, respectively; 
(iii) v,, vb be CA measures on 532 to ( - ~0, ~1 such that 
v = va + Vb, v, ++_l & /_LILvv,av,; 
and, cf. Theorem A.9(b), 
(iv) a,, fib be the disjoint carriers of p and v,, and of v,, 3 
R,uR,=n & ~,(~)=~(.nfl,), ~&)=~(.nf2,) 
on %I. 
Then 
(a) (v~)+(.) = v*(- nOa), (~~)‘(a) = v*(- nOb) on SD; 
(b) v+= (v,)++(VJ+, (v,)‘< 4c/l & /..f, I(vb)+ lL(v,)+; 
(c) v-= (va)_ +(vJ, (vJ++p & @(vJ JL(v,) . 
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